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ROYAL DRIVEN WILD BOAR HUNTING 

THE MOST AUTHENTIC AND TRADITIONAL DRIVEN BIG GAME HUNTS 

FN HUNTING is one of the oldest hunting outfitters in all of Austria, with a large selection of 

private areas we guarantee an authentic experience. Since 1950 the Fürst & Neuper Families 

have offered exclusive traditional hunting tours for hunters from all over the world. Today the 

company is managed by Toni Fürst & Martin O. Neuper who are 8th generation Hunters.  

For years we have managed two exclusive hunting areas & estates, which have an 

unparalleled quality and quantity of game. The two Hunting Areas are in Austria and 

Hungary respectively, where we offer great driven hunting for hunting parties of  a minimum 

of 4 guns up to 25 exclusive guns. Along with superb hunting we have magnificent luxury 

accommodations in Manor houses and Castles, in order to supply an unforgettable stay. Our 

experienced team hosts each of our parties personally from the time of arrival in Vienna or 

Budapest throughout the entire hunt till your departure. 

Fürst & Neuper OG, Goggerwenig 11, 9300 St. Veit/Glan, Austria 
+1-970-393-7647 fnhuntingusa@gmail.com

In Partnership With



Daily Bags & Hunt Organisation

Our hunting areas are in hilly terrain, with excellently placed drives, perfect hunting 

organisation, experienced professional hunters, beaters and dogs, and traditional horn blowers 

throughout the day. All our driven hunting days get planned 4 months before the hunting date. 

Perfect planning is very important for a successful hunt. All our areas are equipped with many 

roofed stands (high seats). In our areas it is absolutely possible to shot about 50-80 boars / per 

group of 6 hunters / per day. In some areas you can hunt Red Stag, Fallow Deer, Moufflon 

and Sika Deer along with Wild Boar. The hunting organisation on driven hunting consists of: 

20 beaters, 5-10 dog handlers, professional guide for every hunter, skinner, cook, waiter and 

traditional horn blowers. We normally organise 2-3 drives per hunting day. Between the 

drives we have lunch at our hunting cabin. 

Hunting Area Punitzerwald in Austria 

The famous estate & free range Hunting ground PUNITZERWALD is located in Burgenland / 

Austria near the Hungarian border and has a size of about. 8.000 acres. It is about an 1.5 hour 

drive from Vienna to the hunting ground. The area consist a 3.900 acres estate hunting 

reserve. The vegetation is pine and oak forest land with many beautiful grass fields and 

fishing ponds inside the forest. The terrain is light hilly with a very good road network. The 

hunting area is well known and famous for many Wild boars, Trophy Red Stags, Moufflon 

Rams, Fallow Deer, Sika Stag, Roe Deer & Pere David Stag. In this area, we harvest around 

500 Wild Boars per year. The majority of these Boars are harvested during driven hunts. Big 

Trophy Boars have a trophy size up to 28 cm (11 inch). 



The trophy sizes from Red stags are between 7 kg to over 16 kg (250-600 SCI Points) , 

Fallow deer can grow to a trophy size up to 4,5 kg. Big Moufflon Rams can grow to a size 

over 1 m (40 inch) horn length. This area is truly a special place were the hunter has a 

plethora of quality trophies to choose from.  

The following game is available: Red Stag (Common), Sika Stag (Dybovski), Sika Stag 

(Nippon), Fallow Stag, Wild Boar, Moufflon Ram, Pere David Stag and Roe Deer. 



Hunting area: Rede / Hungary by Győr The area is located just 1.5 hour drive from Vienna 

or from Budapest, and is near the city of Győr. Here we have a 12,000 acres free range 

hunting area and a fenced area with a size of 5,000 acres. The Vegetation is Oak tree land and 

we have agriculture fields next to the huge forest blocks. The terrain is hilly and about 80 

percent of the area is forest. In the area we have lot of grass fields and lot of small creeks. We 

have a good road network here and the hunting is world class. Driven Wild Boar hunts with a 

daily bags of 50-100 Boars a day is possible.  

The trophy sizes from Red Stags are between 7 kg up to over 12 kg, Fallow Deer can grow to 

a trophy size up to 4,5 kg. Big Moufflon Rams can grow to a size over 90 cm horn length. 

Wild Boars have also trophy sizes up to 28cm. 



Accommodations in Hungary (For Rede Area): 

1) Option: We have here our famous 5*****Star Manorhouse VILLA LASZLO with indoor

pool, wellness (Please see our website: www.fnhunting.com). 

The manor house 5*****Villa Laszlo is located near the Lake Velence. The Villa is situated 

in a nice wine garden, with antique furniture and an aristocratic flair. 

An elegant lounge, nice dining saloons, open fire place and convenient sitting room make the 

guests feel very comfortable. Our personal cook and butlers will serve excellent food, wine 

and separate cocktails. The personal attention you will receive is world class.  

The estate is equiped with about 10 luxury suites, trophy room with bar, wine cellar, outdoor 

whirlpool, and indoor swimming pool with sauna. 

The Villa Laszlo is only 40 km drive southwest of Budapest. 



2) Option: 4****Star Hotel With World Class Golf Course and Wellness Activities.



Accommodation in Austria: (For Punitzwald Area) 

1) The Count´s Castle is situated in a nice garden, with antique furniture and an aristocratic

flair. 

5 Junior suites, 6 Apartments and 16 Double rooms with bath/toilet en suite are available for 

the hunting guests plus additional rooms for the staff. 

An elegant lounge, nice dining saloons, open fire in the lobby and convenient sitting room 

make the guests feel very comfortable. Our personal cook and butlers will serve excellent 

food, wine and separate cocktails. 

The castle is a short 30-minute drive to the Punitzerwald Hunting Ground. 



2) Or you can stay in a very nice 3 star *** Hotel near the area. This hotel is a traditional

Hunters Restaurant with excellent Gourmet Kitchen and is situated in a big garden on the 

countryside. For hunting parties we have here separate dining rooms with open fire and an 

exclusive bar just for our hunting guests. This dining rooms are in trophy room style and very 

nice. 12 double rooms with bath/toilet en suite are available for the hunting guests and 

additional rooms for the staff. In the beautiful garden there are four exclusive winde garden 

chalets with a four star quality. These chalets are equipped with bath/toilet en suite and classic 

tile stove. 

These beautiful accommodations are not far away from Vienna airport (Austria) and are a 

little over an hours drive from the Vienna Airport. The drive to the Punitzerwald Hunting 

Grounds is a short 15 minutes.  

Weapons: 

For Driven hunts on Wild Boars we recommend a minimum calibre of 8mm, or 300. 

If you prefer to come without a firearm, we have a quality selection for hire. We have about 30 

different guns in our safe, with top quality optics. Like: Blaser R93 / Swarovski scope or Mauser M03 

/ Swarovski Skope etc. 

Climate in Austria: 

Springtime:  March to June, 10-20 degree Celsius  

Summer: June to September, 20-30  degree Celsius 

Autumn:  September to December: 10 to -10  degree Celsius 

Winter:  December to March: -15-10  degree Celsius 



How to get there: 

Vienna, the capital, can be reached from various international destinations. Guests will be collected 

from the airport and taken to the hunting grounds by car. 

If Guests come by car to Austria, we will arrange a meeting point. 

In order to enter Austria you need a valid passport. US Citizens need not  apply for Visa. 

NON US Citizens have to apply for Visa at the Embassy of Austria in their particular country 

Vaccination: 

Inquire with your health care provider 

Sightseeing / Wellness / Skiing etc. 

Depending on what you would like to do while in Austria outside of the hunt, we can arrange a wide 

array of  activities, from sightseeing to other thrilling activities we will work to make sure this is a 

once in a lifetime experience for you and your group. We also have options for non-huntings, as 

Austria is ideal for a family vacation, so feel free to bring along the entire family. We are able to 

explore many notable places such as Vienna, Salzburg, Venice, Budapest, Triglav National Park, and 

National Park Hohe Tauern a.s.o. 

Visit concerts, opera, museums, Spanish horse riding school a.s.o. 

Summer Activities: 

Fishing, Climbing, Hiking, Rafting, Canyoneering, swimming, Bungee jumping, Water skiing, Tennis, 

Golf, Mountain Biking, Quad tours, Kite – and Windsurfing, Sailing a.s.o. 

Winter Activities: 

Skiing, Snowboarding, Cross Country Skiing, Sledding, Ice Skating, Tennis, Hiking a.s,o. 

Let Us Make Sure This is the Trip of a Lifetime, 

Danke 




